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Abstract— We present forward modeling and
measurement of spatially modulated illumination in
layered turbid tissue systems. This technique is used to
provide
quantitative,
depth-resolved
functional
physiologic information with applications in layered
tissues including cortex, retina and skin.
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coefficient), and the applied spatial frequency of the
structured illumination, fx. Different spatial frequencies
probe different depths. The result is a map for quantitative
optical properties within each total depth and a qualitative

I. INTRODUCTION

any tissues, including the cortex of the brain, the
retina and the skin, are composed of stratified,
submillimeter layers. The human cortex is approximately
3mm thick with six layers which differ in cell size and type.
The retina has seven layers (including a nerve fiber layer,
choroid layer (blood supply), pigmented layer and
photoreceptor layer) and ranges in total thickness from
around 160 to 300um depending on location [1]. In the top
layers of the skin, the epidermis thickness ranges from 0.51.5mm depending on location in the body, the dermis
thickness ranges between 0.3-3mm and underneath the
dermis is a thick layer of subcutaneous tissue. In rodent
models, the skull is optically thin enough to for penetration
of diffuse light, but its effects must be separated from those
of the underlying neural tissues. In addition, many
pathologies occur within a single layer, changing the size
and/or physiologic functionality of that layer. If the optical
properties of each layer could be resolved individually, we
would have a powerful tool for diagnosis and tissue
monitoring.
Modulated imaging (MI) uses broadband, spatially
modulated light to provide maps of quantitative, functional
physiologic information such as hemoglobin content,
oxygen saturation and water content. It provides high
temporal resolution and is noncontact and noninvasive and
has depth sectioning capability. The instrument platform is
shown in Figure 1 [2]. With these qualifications, MI is
ideally suited for studying functional physiological changes
in layered tissue. Currently, MI is capable of measuring the
optical properties of a single layer, or single volume of
tissue. The total depth of the volume sampled, į, can be
determined by the optical properties of the sample, ȝa (the
absorption coefficient) and ȝs’ (the reduced scattering

Fig. 1. Modulated imaging instrument platform

depth resolved image [2].
II. METHODS
We expanded an existing multilayer diffusion model of
photon propagation [3] for use with spatially modulated
incident light.
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Fig.2. Cartoon of modulated illumination source and the resulting
modulated internal fluence rate in a two layer model

In the two layer geometry shown in Figure 2, ȝa is the
absorption coefficient, ȝs’ is the reduced scattering
coefficient, subscript 1 corresponds to the top layer,
subscript 2 corresponds to the bottom layer, and d is the
top layer thickness. These represent the five variables

present in the model. The boundary conditions used for
solving the diffusion equation are:
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where j is flux, ĭ is the fluence rate, with subscripts 1 and 2
corresponding to the top and bottom layers, respectively, z is
the axis normal to the surface of the sample, and Reff is the
effective reflection coefficient. Using the boundary
conditions to solve for fluence in each layer and for flux at
the surface,
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Fig. 3. Forward Plots: expected contrast in Rd vs. spatial frequency. Top:
Changes in scattering, top and bottom layers on left and right, respectively.
Bottom: Changes in absorption, top and bottom layers on left and right,
respectively.

From these forward plots, we can see that low spatial
frequencies are most sensitive to changes in absorption,
while higher spatial frequencies contain scattering
information. The low spatial frequencies probe more deeply
than high spatial frequencies (according to the equation for
įeff, in the derivation) which explains why bottom layer
absorption has more predicted contrast than bottom layer
scattering.
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Rd is diffuse reflectance, the value we measure with our
CCD camera. įeff is the effective penetration depth, which is
modified by the applied spatial frequency, fx. At fx=0, or
planar/DC illumination, the equation reduces to the
homogeneous form, only depending on the optical
properties. Thus, using different spatial frequencies allows
us to control the depth we are sampling.
Using this model, we designed and ran simulations in
Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc.) for two layers with different
optical properties (absorption and scattering), different top
layer thicknesses and different modulation frequencies.
These simulations allowed us to determine spatial frequency
ranges would be ideally suited for resolving the optical
properties in each layer. We then designed layer experiments
using phantoms to verify the model.

B. Measurements
We performed experiments to verify the two layer model.
We began by varying either top layer scattering or
absorption, keeping all other variables constant.
Liquid layer phantoms were constructed so that the
optical properties in the top layer could be varied. Intralipid
(soybean oil) was used as a scatterer and water soluble
nigrosin as an absorber. The liquid layers were separated by
an thin layer of mylar material, and the bottom layer was
deep enough to be considered semi-infinite (several cm).
The parameters chosen for the liquid phantoms appear
below in Table 1.
The phantoms were measured at 660nm with 42 spatial
frequencies from 0-0.2/mm. The measured and predicted
results appear below in Figure 4.

III. RESULTS
A. Forward Modeling
Using the two layer model and varying each of the five
parameters one at the time, we generated plots of Rd vs.
spatial frequency. These plots, in Figure 3, show the amount
of contrast in Rd for changes in optical properties (not
considering noise).
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TABLE I

Phantom
Parameters
Top layer
thickness
Absorption
Coefficient
Scattering
Coefficient

Variable

Constant
Value

d

3mm

μa

0.011/mm

μs’

1.1/mm

Varied Value
(when varied)
Not varied
0.006 –
0.03/mm
0.9 – 1.3/mm

.
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IV. CONCLUSION
We report preliminary progress of spatial frequency
domain modeling and measurement of layered structures.
The results presented here indicate correspondence between
predicted and measured diffuse reflectance values versus
spatial frequency for changes in top layer optical properties.
Correct trends were recovered for optical property values
from changes in the top layer.
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